
Application
Digigram Audio Manager and NCX Ethernet Audio Terminals 

being used to provide background music with page override.

Challenge

Background music and paging are required functions in a number 

of environments:

• Large offices & business complexes

• Airports and transit centers

• Shopping malls

• Theme parks

• Hotels

In the past, these two audio necessities have been implemented in a 

number of ways including:

• Centralized/zoned constant voltage systems

• Enhanced phone systems

• Dedicated intercoms

Although these approaches have served the ambient audio and pag-

ing needs of facilities, they all have shortcomings that make them 

less than ideal.

With constant voltage audio systems, paging and music sources can 

originate only from or through a central routing center, requiring 

complex equipment and long “home runs” for remote inputs. These 

systems use inefficient amplifiers that waste electricity, generate heat 

and take up valuable space.

Phone systems perform neither task well. Audio quality for music 

and coverage for paging are usually insufficient. Phone systems can 

be combined with constant voltage systems for improved function, 

but such integration can be complex and unreliable.

Dedicated intercoms share almost all the deficiencies of the other 

two approaches. They require complex and expensive wiring while 

providing inferior audio and paging quality.

D i g i g r a m

Despite the inadequacies of conventional approaches, these two 

intertwined services are an unavoidable necessity for designers and 

installers. Fortunately, there is a better way.

Cost Benefits
Digigram’s Audio Manager and NCX Ethernet Audio 
Terminals offer a level of quality and flexibility never 
before available for background and paging system speci-
fication. Compared to the equipment and labor cost of tra-
ditional systems, they offer a quantum improvement while 
remaining cost competitive.

Networked Audio for Music and Paging
NCX Ethernet Audio Terminals



For new construction or renovation, the 

NCX wiring can be done in tandem with the 

data networking, further reducing the cost 

of the system. Cabling may even be shared 

using Virtual Large Area Network (VLAN) 

technology. Overall system configuration is 

performed from the server where the appli-

cation software resides. 

Ongoing application control can be performed 

from the server, from any remote computer 

using IP protocol, or a combination of both. 

NCX terminals also offer bi-directional serial 

communications, permitting source selection, 

status, and other communication with the 

server, however the Digigram Audio Manager 

ultimately determines control points.

Each terminal has two RS232 links. These 

links can be used for a keypad, rotary switch, 

display, barcode reader or any other required 

device. Additionally, each terminal provides 

any combination of seven user-configurable 

TTL inputs and outputs for application and 

device control. 

Depending on the NCX model used, each 

audio terminal can MPEG encode/record, 

MPEG decode/play, or operate in full duplex 

mode. Multiple digital audio data streams 

can be sent to a single NCX for mixing on 

the audio terminal, helping to minimize CPU 

requirements on the application server. Use 

of MPEG audio (Layers 2 and 3) maximizes 

network bandwidth efficiency.

Digigram Audio Manager is a flexible and fast 

development environment essential to those 

who will create applications. NCX terminals 

are available as both stand-alone units and 

as a circuit board. There are five standard 

models in the NCX range.

Installed sound using Digigram Audio 

Manager-controlled NCX terminals provide 

significant benefits beyond standard distrib-

uted audio or standalone devices:

• A larger number of audio signals

•  Control from both local and remote loca-

tions

• Digital audio quality

•  Compact, versatile enclosures or easy-to-

integrate circuit boards

•  Simplicity of installation, configuration, 

and application management

• Greater reliability and flexibility 

  

Digigram’s Audio Manager, together with NCX Ethernet Audio 

Terminals, offers a high-quality feature-rich and cost-effective solu-

tion to the background music and paging needs of modern facilities. 

Instead of sending analog audio signals via twisted pair wire over long 

distances, NCX terminals receive and send MPEG audio signals digitally 

over standard CAT5 Ethernet cables.

Using a multi-building office complex as an example, an NCX-based 

system would function in the following manner.

A Digigram Audio Manager server would be placed in a central loca-

tion along with an appropriately sized (one port for each NCX ter-

minal) Ethernet switch. Terminals would be placed in every location 

where background music and/or paging are required. A single CAT5 

Ethernet cable would be run from the switch to each of the NCX termi-

nals, which in turn would be connected to the most appropriate audio 

output for that space. In large rooms, a single NCX terminal would 

feed a system of amplifiers and passive speakers. In a smaller space the 

audio would be fed to a set of active speakers. That’s it for wiring. The 

rest of the system configuration and management is done through the 

Digigram Audio Manager on server. Control may be local, from the 

server, or remotely from any PC connected to the server via TCP/IP.

There is one more thing… depending on the model, NCX terminals can 

be fully bi-directional (full duplex), so not only does each NCX termi-

nal represent audio outputs, but any signal source (CD player, paging 

microphone, broadcast feed, etc.) can be connected to the system at 

the same terminal. Control, priority and routing of those signals are 

configured using the Digigram Audio Manager.

The result is a background music and paging system that is essentially 

a digitally controlled matrix, allowing for nearly limitless flexibility. 

NCX terminals can be put anywhere where you need them and can be 

hot-swapped, so changes can be made without shutting your system 

down. 

The music program can be the same across the system or different at 

each terminal. Levels and content can even be programmed to change 

at certain times of day. Override paging can be performed from any 

terminal where a microphone is connected. Zones and signal priority 

can be programmed with almost limitless accuracy.

Connectivity between buildings is over standard CAT5 Ethernet cables, 

which either already exist or would be run in new construction.

Solution

Technical and business benefits
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